January 11th 2016

Responses to Questions SMGMN-0106 Trash Compactors

These are the responses to questions for the RFP SMGMN-0106 Trash Compactors.

Question 1
Do we want the compactors plumbed to the sanitary drain for liquid removal?
Yes Contractors will provide a plumbed line to the sanitary drain. If piping is surface mounted it should be protected where it crosses a path with an ADA compatible ramp if needed.

Question 2
Who is responsible for the railing along the elevated ramp behind the compactors?

Diagram below shows the construction drawing showing railing layout. Guardrails are provided except where the compactors are situated. If there is any requirements for additional railings once the compacters and lifters are installed then contractor will be responsible for making the system OSHA compliant.
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